SLOW PLAY STOPS PROFITS  slow play is "costing" golf courses, and some refuse to tolerate it/by don curlee  

THE JAPANESE IN THE U.S. GOLF MARKET: WHERE ARE THEY NOW AND WHERE ARE THEY GOING?  american golf manufacturers express realistic attitudes in the face of a possible japanese "invasion" into their market place/by douglas lutz  

RETAILER OR TEACHER: WHICH IS THE PRO'S PRIMARY ROLE?  although lesson income is contributing less to pro revenue compared to merchandise sales, there still remain two schools of thought on the importance of each function/by joe doan  

THE PROFIT PRO SHOP  by chuck cumming  

GETTING PROFESSIONALS FOR THE PROFESSIONALS  in an interview with golfdom duff lawrence, secretary of the northern ohio section, explains why his section hired a management firm to run its activities  

THE UNDEFINED ROLE OF ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT  the quality of tomorrow's golf courses depends on properly trained assistants. this responsibility rests squarely with today's superintendent and club officials/by warren bidwell  

WHAT ONE SUPERINTENDENT CAN DO  the lysons den gc embodies scores of valuable ideas for superintendents and club administrators/by jerry a. olson  

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LAWS: IS YOUR CLUB EXEMPT?  clubs that are thinking about giving up their non-profit status should consider the ramifications of this move—not the least of which are the equal opportunity statutes/by jack janetatos  

THE HIGH COST OF GOLFING  golf has always been an expensive sport, but country clubs are pricing their memberships out of reach of younger members, thereby creating a showdown in the near future/by jerry claussen  

SPECIAL PRO SECTION  

THE PROFESSIONAL APPROACH  by patrick d. williams  

HOW TO BEAT THE COMPETITION WITHOUT SLASHING PROFITS  craig shankland tells how the multiple sales technique helps him combat competition without drastically reducing his profit margin/by stephen w. byers  

DRESSING UP FATHER  or how to turn a sparrow into a peacock  

THE PATH TO PROFITS  allotting selling space and plotting traffic patterns, based on customer buying habits, is as important as the merchandise you stock/by dick farley and harry obitz  
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SWINGING AROUND GOLF  by herb graffis  

ACCENT ON MANAGEMENT  by ken emerson  

TURFGRASS RESEARCH REVIEW  by dr. james b. beard  

GRAU'S ANSWERS TO TURF QUESTIONS  by fred v. grau